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Reimagining Communities: Hospitality in The Reluctant Fundamentalist vs. The Three-

Body Problem 

 Despite belonging to two utterly disparate genres — post-9/11 fiction versus science 

fiction —Mohsin Hamid’s The Reluctant Fundamentalist and Liu Cixin’s The Three-Body 

Problem both explore how we encounter the Other. Taut and suspenseful, both novels thrive 

in the liminal space between hospitality and hostility when traditionally imagined 

communities are destabilized with globalization (in the former) and contact with 

extraterrestrials (in the latter). In The Reluctant Fundamentalist, Changez’s identification and 

subsequent disidentification with the imagined community of the global financial elite denote 

his dual identities of host and Other, which he switches between intermittently throughout the 

novel. The Three-Body Problem goes a step further. Transcending the imagined communities 

of not only nation-states but also species, the novel challenges us to think on a cosmic scale: 

What are the limits of hospitality when the visitor is inhuman? Ultimately, both novels 

invoke the possibility of violence to illustrate new visions of human hospitality in times of 

terror and scientific progress. 

 From the opening sentence of The Reluctant Fundamentalist, Hamid experimentally 

positions the novel as a conversation, albeit a one-sided dramatic monologue, between a host 

and a guest: “Excuse me Sir, but may I be of assistance?” (1). The speaker is Changez and the 
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“you” that he addresses throughout the rest of the novel is an unnamed American stranger, 

who Changez encounters at a café in Lahore. Yet, though it may seem from the initial 

invocation of hospitality that the lines between host and guest are clear, just as the boundaries 

between the imagined communities of Pakistan and America are stable, the novel gradually 

destabilizes both. Changez, who goes to Princeton to study and joins a prestigious New York 

valuation firm Underwood Samson after graduation, is initiated into the “officer class of 

global business” (65). His identification with this newly imagined cosmopolitan community, 

formed across lines of nationality, is made rather explicit. Changez sets New York as a global 

city that is apart from the rest of America, claiming affiliation to this nexus of his new 

identity — “I was in four and a half years, never an American; I was immediately a New 

Yorker” (33). Despite the remarkable ethnic diversity of his colleagues, Changez notes the 

startling homogeneity of their educational pedigree and physical bearing — “shorn of hair 

and dressed in battle fatigues, we would have been virtually indistinguishable” (38). Here, the 

word “battle fatigues” echoes Changez’s later revelation of his role as a “modern-day 

janissary” (152), who fights on behalf of the American financial empire. The underlying 

violence embedded in membership in the global financial elite highlights the conditional 

hospitality of this cosmopolitan community. The homogeneity that Changez observes 

signifies an erasure of difference necessary in order to claim solidarity to the global elite. As 

such, being a part of the officer class of global business entails privileging one’s 

cosmopolitan, corporate affiliations above all else — the traditional markers of identity such 

as nationality and ethnicity. Such an identity does not account for the ever widening chasms 

in a post-9/11 climate. In the case of Changez, his disorientation in Manila culminates in his 

moment of pleasure at watching the destruction of the World Trade Center on television (72), 
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a pivotal moment when his “Third World sensibility” (67) supersedes his cosmopolitan 

affiliations. His choice to retain his alterity, or even to assert his otherness — from growing 

his beard to quitting his job — leads to his complete disidentification with the global elite, as 

he assumes the identity of the host in narrative present in Lahore. However, the novel avoids 

too-easy distinctions between host and guest — or, in Changez’s words “predator or prey” 

(32) — by portraying Changez and the American stranger as two figures who are equally 

threatening and threatened, switching roles throughout. Held hostage to his audience, under 

an essentially Western gaze, Changez is aware of himself as always being defined as the 

Other in this dialogic relation. He is a hostage to this literary encounter — without the 

American stranger, Changez’s story does not get told; without the Western audience that 

Hamid envisions, this story does not get read. The inevitable violence, though ambiguous, at 

the novel’s conclusion presents an unconditional hospitality that makes possible this 

encounter. Changez indicates his awareness of the hostility the ‘you’ poses throughout the 

novel, paying constant attention to the possibility of violence — the stranger’s physique, 

vigilance, the “bulge” (139), and the “glint of metal” (184) at the end; the “darkening 

shadows” (155) of their surroundings, the waiter, and the night’s turn towards “the grimmer 

side” (138). However, by delicately balancing these threats till the end, the hospitality that 

Changez proffers in the present is one that never comes undone even in the face of an Other 

that possibly means harm. With this, the novel suggests that hospitality is neither the 

maintenance of security nor protection from violence. Instead, true hospitality means a 

radical openness to difference and an acceptance of the Other even with the threat of harm. 

Perhaps, that is Hamid’s ultimate intention with the novel’s parable of hospitality and 

ambiguity of violence: in a post-9/11 world, a cosmopolitan hospitality in its purest form 
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means to embrace the Other even with the ever-lurking possibility of violence at the horizon. 

Fragile as it may be, we see in the encounter between Changez and the American stranger the 

possibilities of hospitality and a semblance of another sort of imagined community in a time 

of both immense globalization and terrorism.  

 In The Three-Body Problem, we are forced to reconsider the very foundations of how 

we imagine communities. The Other that the novel presents is twofold: the exterrestial 

(Trisolarans) and the inhuman (bugs). With multiple newly reimagined communities at work, 

growing in scale, familiar ontological categories collapse, dislocating both the characters’ and 

our orientation towards familiar identity formations. The novel plunges us into the narrative 

past from the onset and also with Ye Wenjin’s recounts, where we witness the inner battling 

of Chinese factions during the Cultural Revolution — Red Guards persecuting the counter-

revolutionary “Monsters and Demons” (reactionary academic authorities, rightists, the Five 

Black Categories, etc.). The vehement rejection of the Western “reactionary idealism” (15) 

and the “black banner of capitalism” (14) emblematized by scientific theories such as 

Einstein’s theory of relativity is, at its heart, patriotism. With the repetition of “semicrazed” 

(19), “intoxicated” (19), “frenzied” (19), and “madness” (20), Liu draws attention to the 

emotional legitimacy commanded by Chinese Communism. In the narrative present, Liu 

introduces the larger stand-off between the Earth-Trisolaris Movement (ETO) versus the 

world’s governments that are later involved in Operation Guzheng. Even within the imagined 

community of ETO, marked by declared comradeship (312), smaller factions are formed: the 

Redemptionists, the Adventists, and the Survivors. While, thus far, these imagined 

communities have been concrete manifestations along ideological and political lines, the 

actual connection between Ye from Red Coast Base on Earth and Listening Post 1379 on 
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Trisolaris redefines the scales of imagined communities — to not only think of human 

agency on newly-large scales, but also to think of a world without humanity. Liu parallels the 

coexistence of bugs and humans to that of humans and Trisolarans, beginning first with Mike 

Evans’ Pan-Species Communism and later reinforced by the Trisolaran message via the 

sophons. Evans argues that equality of all species on Earth — the basic tenet being “All lives 

are equal” — is a “natural continuation” of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (307). 

Using this ideology as a yardstick, he and the Adventists believe that mass extinctions of 

other species on Earth under the hands of mankind justify extraterrestrial destruction of the 

human species. This is an interesting play on notions of hospitality posited by Immanuel 

Kant and Jacques Derrida. Firstly, Pan-Species Communism agrees with Kant that hospitality 

is a question of right and not of philanthropy — as a right, it does not arise from “the love of 

man as a sentimental motive” (Derrida 4). Yet, by destabilizing even the human right to 

inhabitation on Earth, Pan-Species Communism subverts Derrida’s conceptions of 

hospitality. Who is intruding? Why do humans have the right to perpetuate the survival of 

their civilization at the cost of the lives of other species? While Derrida asks without 

providing an answer, “What can be said of, indeed can one speak of, hospitality toward the 

non-human, the divine…?” (4), Pan-Species Communism answers that unconditional 

hospitality towards the non-human is only fair — just as other species have allowed their 

natural habitats to be intruded by humans, so should the humans surrender their planet to 

extraterrestrial intervention. Yet, Liu is not satisfied with this cynical reading of hospitality. 

The Three-Body Problem’s nested sequence of endings zooms in from the extraterrestrial to 

Earth and finally back to the human, focusing our eyes on the most moving act of hospitality 

in the whole novel — Qijiatun. At the level of the sophons’ message “You’re bugs!” (383), 
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space is the imagined community, where Trisolarans and humans occupy different 

hierarchies in the galaxy — Trisolarans believe that they have the right to ensure their 

existence even by encroaching on the lives of other species, just like how humans act towards 

other earthly species like bugs. Yet, the next ending with Shi Qiang showing Wang Miao and 

Ding Yi the resilience of locusts and all three feeling the “dignity of life on Earth” (388) 

returns the stakes to the level of Earth. Here, humanity is decentered, and Liu prompts us to 

relook at our alliances with other species. The final chapter, which the novel ends on, is of Ye 

Wenjie at the tablet commemorating the Red Coast Base. She chooses to focus her gaze in 

one direction: “Below the clouds, there was a small village called Qijiatun” (390). Qijiatun 

represents Ye’s only moment of identification with the human community throughout the 

novel. The hospitality that the village showed her — the women breastfeeding her child, 

Hunter Qi’s family offering their home as accommodation, the camaraderie laced with 

tobacco and baijiu — is the conscience of the novel. Despite all of Ye’s beliefs that human 

civilization can no longer improve from its strength alone, she is held hostage to the human 

kindness and hospitality shown by the villagers of Qijiatun. By choosing to concentrate Ye’s 

and our eyes on Qijiatun before the novel ends, Liu subtly shows us the way to what Kant 

terms as ‘perpetual peace’ — the title of his treatise on hospitality. Humanity in The Three-

Body Problem is also on the threshold of what could be a perpetual peace, but it can only 

come about if we turn the kindness we show towards the stars to members of the human race 

on Earth.  

 It is wonderfully strange how two novels so different in character and premise both 

urgently interrogate similar questions of what it means to be a host when boundaries that 

delineate our personal identities blur, how we should welcome the Other, and ultimately, how we 
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can live alongside one another when violence is ever constant with the progress of science and 

the transnationalization of labor. With extreme prescience, both The Reluctant Fundamentalist 

and The Three-Body Problem explore notions of membership, solidarity and hospitality towards 

the Other in multiple, newly-large, newly imagined communities.  
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